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ABOUT THE
PODCAST

Started by Casanova Brooks, an award-winning
entrepreneur, author, speaker, and real estate expert. The
purpose of the DreamNation Podcast is to INSPIRE you to
DREAM bigger and CREATE more so you can truly live
more of the life you want and deserve. This podcast serves

http://www.dreamnationpodcast.com/
https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/386e3420-783d-44e1-88ff-7b847e2e1dac.jpg?asset_id=24d11e94-68a0-462d-8a06-b836469c43bf&img_etag=e3c791da42387af98ba1ea84c76b8cc7&size=1024
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as a bridge for entrepreneurs and future entrepreneurs to
shares the stories, resources and strategies of peak-
performers, thought leaders, and change makers so that
anyone can tap into their potential to build a wealthier,
healthier, and more enjoyable life.

THE FOUR PILLARS: WHAT

WE BELIEVE

Dream Nation focuses on four specific pathways to help
our entrepreneurial-minded audience tap into the next
level of their lives. These are the same pathways that
helped Casanova transform his life from a man who had
lost everything to become an award-winning real estate
expert, multiple business owner, and highly sought-after
national speaker.

Here are those pathways:

Mindset- Creating the foundation for your dreams with
the right mindset

Business- Mastering entrepreneurship to earn what you
deserve

Lifestyle- Bridging the gaps in your dream life with smarter
tools and resources
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Visit Our Website

OUR REACH

http://www.dreamnationpodcast.com/
https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/df06391d-0066-4dec-a22e-45d9a256f067.jpg?asset_id=5dedb08f-fc17-4510-afd8-39aba24181bd&img_etag=aadadfed2bb721be27eef3ed9a875daf&size=1024
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Our podcast is emerging as with rapid growth. Our host
Casanova Brooks, has personally amassed a network of
60,000+ supporters, fans, colleagues, and partners. His
online and offline channels are well connected, which
allow him to opportunities to connect with high profile
entrepreneurs like Ivan Estrada and Dr. George Fraser.

OUR HOST: CASANOVA

BROOKS

Casanova Brooks is a millennial entrepreneur who is well
acquainted with "building a dream from the ground up." No
stranger to adversity, Casanova has continued to beat the

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/fa7a4e35-2185-406d-a191-113e6e47f64f.jpg?asset_id=5d0f8be0-9f35-4f9a-8b64-7b8e2a9e2b68&img_etag=3ec9232e16e20fbac3d18c0206256af5&size=1024
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odds including overcoming being diagnosed with stage 4
cancer which nearly took his life at the age of 15. He was
also faced with the burden of losing his mother, home, and
job in just a couple of weeks. He then built a 7-figure
business less than one year later. Since then he has built
several businesses and focused on the path of living
everyday full out and ultimately creating a life his design.

His message of persistence through building relationships,
strategic business moves, and inspirational hustle are the
foundation of what he and many other peak performers
shares in his weekly podcast in hope it will inspire,
motivate, and empower others to blaze their own past
with no regrets.

WANT TO HEAR A LITTLE BIT OF THE DREAM-BUILDING
MAGIC? HERE’S A COUPLE OF CLIPS...
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Click Here To Watch The Episode Clip

Click Here To Watch The Episode Clip

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/6111171a-ca30-4e8e-80ed-8f079e8e02cd.jpg?asset_id=43353f12-4a39-4bf0-8683-63cc16da6fc0&img_etag=%22896734914b7cbd8bf9beec62db31122d%22&size=1024
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CBlyFaZAYqG/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/29276f1b-1092-4a37-8a0a-271eafc3bda2.jpg?asset_id=4989332c-450c-4733-a0b4-5085ccba977d&img_etag=%22cf027fe99f205b4649c72194755e805b%22&size=1024
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CBwhXMNgHdo/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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Check us out on Apple Podcasts for full episodes!

Click Here To Watch The Episode Clip

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/dream-nation/id1457381714
https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/2276cfdf-633e-4ff9-ba59-402c08339c24.jpg?asset_id=c6ecc3bd-43a8-436a-90cf-df927e08274c&img_etag=%22144404d3f09537676694a91fb89cd3cb%22&size=1024
https://www.instagram.com/tv/CEZryNugHNs/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
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REACTIONS

The podcast has solid 5-star

ratings on Apple Podcasts,

where 60% of all podcast

listeners tune in:

Here are just some:

"Would go to war in business and in life with Cas any day..
Don't believe me... just tune into this podcast... you'll see
what I mean!" -Wes Knight

"This podcast is full of value! Casanova has so much
knowledge that he selflessly pours into others." -
chyna_1473

"Life changing information! I love this podcast, so many
gems are dropped on every episode! Seriously if you are
not listening you are missing out!" -RandiFields

"Amazing, inspiring content." Casanova keeps bringing on
amazing movers and shakers and providing priceless
value." -CocoTee17
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WHY PARTNER
WITH THE DREAM

NATION PODCAST?

Dream Nation is a unique podcast designed for the
business-minded millennial or individual
entrepreneur who's ready to create the business, life, and
legacy of their dreams. These entrepreneurs have the
vision but just need a little help figuring out the resources
to build that dream.

Our podcast offers our audience:

Episodes of inspirational and strategic advice (aka
hustle and entrepreneurial muscle) designed for the
entrepreneur who refuses to settle in life

Insightful conversations with some of the world’s
peak-performing entrepreneurs, thought leaders, and
change makers

A resource hub referencing books, blogs, courses,
videos, and more to help practical dreamers bridge
the gap between their dreams and their reality.
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Our podcast offers our partners:

Maximum exposure of your product or service to a
highly motivated and targeted group of
entrepreneurial leaders and future change makers

Various options for advertising and promotion
through multiple channels

Connection with a growing community of influencers
in the real estate and entrepreneurial space.

WHAT WE SEEK IN A

DREAMNATION

PARTNERSHIP

Ultimately, we want to build long-term relationships with
our partners to deliver long term value to our audience.
We understand we need to start off "dating" rather than
getting married, with that said we'd like to start with a 8-
12 episode partnership which will allow our partners to
get a feel of their ROI and also help us to bring more
listeners to the Dream Nation podcast, as well as bring on
more quality guests, and guests with bigger audiences.
This in turn will bring more awareness and potential
customers to your business. The ads featuring your
business in the episodes will forever be attached to the 8-
12 episodes, as they continue to receive downloads year
after year.
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What We Can Offer:

A thirty-second to one-minute spot at the top, middle,
or end of every episode. This spot will always remain
with the sponsored episode, and will continue to
receive downloads for years to come. Some added
bonuses to help with your branding and visibility we
can throw in are:

" Brought to you by DreamNation partner __________"
on the footer of our website homepage.

"Presented by __________" on the show logo that is
sent to iTunes (now Apple Podcasts), Google Play,
Stitcher, and dozens of other podcast aggregator
apps.

An embedded __________ ad on every episode page of
the website that you've been attached to.
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WHY PODCAST

ADVERTISING?

Podcasts offer a laser-targeted, engaged audience. Recent
research has shown that podcast listeners listen to 90% of
an episode and almost no listeners fast-forward past ads.
They listen when they are driving, exercising, or winding
down at bedtime. It is truly one of the best engagement
platforms out there (here's some info from Fast Company).

High Household Income -- Monthly podcast listeners have
a higher household income (41% with $75K+) than the
average U.S. population (29%) -- according to 2019 Edison
Research.

Strong Conversion Rates -- Podcast channels drive an
average 34% lift in conversions, as compared to an
average 2.6% lift across non-podcast channels such as
digital display (1.1%), print (2.4%), and linear TV (3.1%). --
according to Claritas podcast attribution.

https://www.fastcompany.com/40533210/branded-podcasts-are-the-ads-people-actually-want-to-listen-to
https://www.edisonresearch.com/the-podcast-consumer-2019/
https://claritas.com/wp-content/themes/claritas/docs/Podcast_Attribution_white_paper___Final.pdf
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SOME OF OUR GUESTS

John Lee Dumas -- host of Entrepreneurs on Fire, an award winning
podcast w/ over 2000 episodes, 1 million+ listens a month

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/21e7307b-395e-4ae8-bfd5-dba3bee3eeac.jpg?asset_id=56dcaa81-bdec-4425-9751-7b79d012eb26&img_etag=%22512f870287b496e527174750c2fdf1a4%22&size=1024
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Pat Flynn -- Entrepreneur, Speaker, & Host of Smart Passive Income
Podcast with over 60+ million downloads.

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/27b4c55c-dc0b-48c8-bd2a-dbe186b56e80.png?asset_id=79f02bfc-1deb-4cfb-8a54-fa3bdb26c5f5&img_etag=%227db0d5fd6e8dae30d9af5008ad05fc25%22&size=1024
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Patrice Washington -- Best Selling Author, Speaker, Podcast Host, and
personal finance expert

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/784a6d89-d4f4-4ac8-82a2-30c8203b0166.jpg?asset_id=5f2a1bc8-a10f-4c25-a045-1611f654b4c7&img_etag=%2268082b0f1727195866f790aaca43ceb5%22&size=1024
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Anthony Trucks -- Former NFL Athlete, American Ninja Warrior on
NBC, International speaker, podcast host

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/1414c0ce-863d-488f-8778-5747857f6482.jpg?asset_id=61e143ce-0d6a-4973-b126-3af59e2aa239&img_etag=%22629c323b843c310978236d8e12deb863%22&size=1024
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Dean Graziosi -- Multiple New York Times best selling author,
entrepreneur, and investor, and podcast host.

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/0ee6acda-265a-42b5-a9df-ac25eb3d9446.png?asset_id=d756c572-2941-455f-8095-4b6f513a531e&img_etag=%22da14b95bcc7e9c8a267ae8173b84703c%22&size=1024
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Questions? Contact us at

team@casanovabrooks.com or

give Casanova a call directly @

402-680-7616

We look forward to a relationship with YOU and
appreciate the opportunity to discuss this unique

partnership. We hope to hear from you at your
convenience.

Chalene Johnson -- New York Times bestselling author, motivational
speaker, podcast host, and fitness celebrity.

https://spark.adobe.com/image_assets/slate/1e92b1c9-6fc4-42d4-969d-2c046491e286/images/f4367b19-9a5c-47d2-9740-4ca9a81359b4.jpg?asset_id=dfd6ddab-5bef-4c54-9e0a-b56029758f3a&img_etag=%223127dcc9f3578fefbfd4da7574dd80b0%22&size=1024
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